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Waiting to be
discovered
Warten um
entdeckt zu werden
Official partner of

DISCOVER DUBROVNIK CARD

Your key to open
Dubrovnik’s doors
What
THE DUBROVNIK CARD IS A UNIQUE
PASS ALLOWING ENTRY INTO EIGHT
CULTURAL-HISTORICAL MONUMENTS,
THE TOP ATTRACTIONS OF DUBROVNIK,
THE BUS SERVICE AND DISCOUNTS
THROUGH THE CITY. THERE ARE THREE
TYPES – ONE, THREE AND SEVEN DAY.

Why

Where
CARD CAN BE PURCHASED AT
OVER FIFTY OUTLETS THROUGH
THE CITY INCLUDING HOTELS,
TRAVEL AGENCIES, TOURIST
BOARD OFFICES. ALSO ONLINE AT
DUBROVNIKCARD.COM

Get it here!

SAVE TIME AND MONEY! WITH THE
CITY CARD YOU WILL SAVE UP TO
FIFTY PERCENT ON THE NORMAL
ENTRANCE PRICES…AND DON’T
FORGET THE CARD INCLUDES
PUBLIC TRANSPORT.

How Much
ONE DAY - 250 KUNA OR 225 KUNA ONLINE
THREE DAY – 300 KUNA OR 270 KUNA
SEVEN DAY – 350 KUNA OR 315 KUNA ONLINE
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EDITOR

It started off as a novelty, something unheard
of before in May, but now the
novelty is wearing then fast.
What is up with this weather? Rain, rain and more of
the wet stuff as the grass
grows faster than a turbo-charged Usain Bolt. My
garden, in fact the whole of
Župa, has never been greener, my roses have already
bloomed three times, truly
crazy weather. “What can
we do in Dubrovnik when it
rains?” Is a question I’m being asked more often than
“Is the cable car running
yet?” And the answer is…well
the answer is that I don’t
have an answer for either of
those questions. We certainly aren’t prepared for a summer season that isn’t full of
blue skies and sunshine. I see
foreign tourists determined
to wear their holiday wardrobe and even though both
rain and the temperature are
dropping like leaves in winter they are stubbornly wearing brightly coloured shorts
and bikini tops. I even saw
a lady the other day walking
back to her hotel wearing a
skimpy summer outfit whilst
desperately holding onto an
umbrella. And to make matters worse the north of Europe is basking in golden
sunshine. “Oh I had to come
in from the garden the other day as I started to burn,”
said my mother to me as I
could see for myself the blazing sunshine behind her. It
must feel like some strange
role reversal for British tourists coming to Dubrovnik at
the moment. It also just goes
to highlight what a fragile business tourism really
is! How many businesses in
Dubrovnik are based around
tourism? And how many are
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SPEAK UP!

We would love to hear your feedback on Dubrovnik,
photos, letters, e-mails, stories.
mark.thomas@dubrovnik-times.com
looking up at grey skies every day and cursing their bad
luck. All of them. Sure the
sun will come back soon and
summer will arrive, even if
it is a little late, but losing a
month, or more, of income
will hit many businesses
hard in the pockets. This
isn’t normal. And it’s hard
to plan your business around
completely unusual situations, but the delicate nature
of tourism when it is reliant
on a factor that nobody can
control is challenging. Maybe if we already some indoor facilities, then at least
we could offer something. An
indoor concert centre, water
park or some kind of “dry”

inside entertainment. I really can’t imagine how families with young children are
keeping themselves busy in
these rainy days. There are
only so many times that you
can play cards or Ludo. Basically we aren’t prepared for
bad weather. The guaranteed sunshine, or at least we
thought it was guaranteed,
has made us lazy. There is
no plan B. And now we are
stuck with empty sunbeds
on the beach and tonnes of
ice-cream still in the deep
freeze. This lack of flexibility has meant that changeable
weather is enough to destroy
plan A. A couple of years ago
I published a text entitled

“What to do in Dubrovnik
on a rainy day” on my website. It gave some creative
ideas to wind away the time
whilst showers fell, and was
really aimed at people visiting in the winter. Never has
that article been so popular
as this year. Whatever else
happens these days, European elections, end of Game
of Thrones, natural disaster or mega event, all people
want to read is this text, hundreds and hundreds of people a day are reading it. But
what really is there to do in
Dubrovnik on a rainy day?
Again we come back to the
heart of the matter…nothing. Even if the cable car was
open I doubt it would be as
interesting for guests to ride
to the top of Srđ to see a sea
of grey clouds rather than an
ocean of blue. The cable car
is officially closed because
of a “greater force” which
is rather appropriate as Dubrovnik is also closed at the
moment for the same reason.
It was the great English explorer Sir Ranulph Fiennes
who once said “there is no
such thing as bad weather,
only inappropriate clothing.” But I guess the same
quote could be used to explain Dubrovnik’s tourism
business in these rainy days,
“there is no such thing as bad
fortune. Only inappropriate
expectations and reactions.”
What’s the weather forecast
for the next seven days? Let
me guess…

EDITOR
MARK THOMAS
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NEWS

Dubrovnik-Neretva County
still loved by tourists in 2019
During the month
of May, there were
230,695 arrivals to the
D u b r o v n i k- N e r e t v a
County, which is eight
percent more than in May
2018 and 749,089 overnight stays or one percent
more than in May 2018.
During the five months
of 2019, 512,954 arrivals
were recorded in Dubrovnik-Neretva County with
1,487,453 overnight stays.
Compared to 2018, arrivals increased by 23 percent and overnight stays
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by nine percent. Most of
the overnight stays were
made by guests from the
United Kingdom, Germany, the United States,
Croatia, France, Bosnia a nd Herzegov ina, Finland, Spain, China, Canada, Sweden and
South Korea. There were
906,232 overnight stays
in hotels, seven percent
more than last year, and
399,823 overnight stays
in households, 15 percent
more than in the first five
months of 2018.

Die Gespanschaft
Dubrovnik-Neretva war auch
2019 bei Touristen beliebt

Im Laufe des Monats
Mai gab es 230,695
Ankünfte den Dubrovnik-Neretva, die acht Prozent mehr als im Mai 2018
und ist 749,089 Übernachtungen oder ein Prozent
mehr als im Mai 2018.
In den fünf Monate 2019
wurden 512,954 Ankünfte aufgezeichnet in der
Gespanschaft Dubrovnik-Neretva mit 1.487.453
Übernachtungen. Gegenüber 2018 stiegen die Ankünfte um 23 Prozent und
die Übernachtungen um
neun Prozent. Die meis-
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ten der Übernachtungen
wurden von Gästen aus
dem Vereinigten Königreich, Deutschland, die
Vereinigten Staaten, Kroatien, Frankreich, Bosnien
und Herzegowina, Finnland, Spanien, China, Kanada, Schweden und Südkorea hergestellt. Es gab
906.232 Übernachtungen
in Hotels, sieben Prozent
mehr als im Vorjahr, und
399.823 Übernachtungen
in privaten Haushalten,
15 Prozent mehr als in
den ersten fünf Monaten
des Jahres 2018.
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First nonstop flights for
28 years between America
and Croatia to land at
Dubrovnik this week
After a full 28 years the
first direct flight from the
US to Croatia will land this
Friday at Dubrovnik Airport.
American Airlines will connect Dubrovnik and Philadelphia will nonstop flights three
times a week from June until
September, and in September
the airline will add an extra
flight to make it four flights a
week. There is also hope that
the airline, if results are as positive as predicted, will decide
to extend the flights to an allyear-round service. This move
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to add an extra flight a week
in September was a result of
huge interest from passengers
looking to visit the pearl of the
Adriatic. American Airlines’
Vice President of Philadelphia
Hub Operations, Jim Moses,
commented to the specialised
website EX-YU Aviation that,
“Dubrovnik has been a place
of interest for several years. It
has grown in popularity among
US travellers, but remained unserved by US airlines. American Airlines saw an opportunity to fill that gap”

Erste Nonstop-Flüge seit 28
Jahren zwischen Amerika
und Kroatien nach
Dubrovnik in dieser Woche
Nach 28 Jahren landet
der erste Direktflug aus
den USA nach Kroatien an
diesem Freitag am Flughafen
Dubrovnik. American Airlines
wird Dubrovnik und Philadelphia von Juni bis September dreimal wöchentlich mit
Nonstop-Flügen verbinden.
Im September wird die Fluggesellschaft einen zusätzlichen Flug für vier Flüge pro
Woche hinzufügen. Es besteht auch die Hoffnung, dass
die Fluggesellschaft, wenn die
Ergebnisse so positiv wie prognostiziert sind, beschließt,
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die Flüge auf einen ganzjährigen Flugdienst auszudehnen.
Dies war ein großartiger Ort
für einen Besuch in der Perle
der Adria. American Airlines’
Vice President of Philadelphia
Hub Operations Jim Moses,
kommentierte der Fach Website EX-YU Aviation, dass „Dubrovnik ein Ort von Interesse
für mehrere Jahre. Es in der
Popularität unter den US-Reisende gewachsen ist, blieb aber
unversorgten von US Fluggesellschaften. American Airlines sah eine Gelegenheit, diese Lücke zu füllen “
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Closed Dubrovnik Cable Car proves to
be silver lining for Dubrovnik City Walls
The Dubrovnik cable
car hangs silent as it
has been closed to the public since the 25th of April,
and all the indicators show
that it will remain closed at
least until the 1st of July.
As Dubrovnik and visitors
to the city get set for a second month without one
of the most popular tourist attractions local travel
agencies and tourist businesses are counting the cost
of lost earnings. However,
the cable cars loss is quite
clearly the Dubrovnik City
Walls gain. “Whatever the
case the City of Dubrovnik in this situation isn’t
losing anything. Quite the
contrary we are earning as
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in the meantime the number of visitors on the Dubrovnik City Walls has
increased,” commented
the Mayor of Dubrovnik,
Mato Frankovic. He pointed out evidence that since the cable car has been
closed the number of visitors to the Dubrovnik City
walls has increased by 40
percent when compared to
the same period from last
year. “From this 40 percent
increase in ticket sales 60
percent is paid into the City
of Dubrovnik’s budget,” added the Mayor. He did however express his desire
that the situation with the
cable car is solved as soon
as possible.

Die geschlossene Seilbahn von
Dubrovnik ist der Silberstreifen für
die Stadtmauern von Dubrovnik

Die Seilbahn von Dubrovnik bleibt still, da
sie seit dem 25. April für die
Öffentlichkeit geschlossen
ist, und alle Indikatoren
zeigen, dass sie mindestens
bis zum 1. Juli geschlossen bleibt. Da Dubrovnik
und die Besucher der Stadt
für einen zweiten Monat
ohne eine der beliebtesten Touristenattraktionen
feststehen, zählen lokale
Reisebüros und Touristenunternehmen die Kosten
für entgangenen Gewinn.
Der Verlust der Seilbahnen
ist jedoch eindeutig der Gewinn der Stadtmauern von
Dubrovnik. “Wie auch immer, die Stadt Dubrovnik
verliert in dieser Situation
nichts. Ganz im Gegenteil,
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wir verdienen, weil die Besucherzahl an den Stadtmauern von Dubrovnik inzwischen zugenommen hat
“, sagte der Bürgermeister
von Dubrovnik, Mato Frankovic. Er wies darauf hin,
dass die Zahl der Besucher
der Stadtmauer von Dubrovnik seit Schließung der
Seilbahn im Vergleich zum
Vorjahreszeitraum um 40
Prozent gestiegen ist. “Von
dieser 40-prozentigen Steigerung des Ticketverkaufs
werden 60 Prozent in das
Budget der Stadt Dubrovnik eingezahlt”, fügte der Bürgermeister hinzu. Er äußerte jedoch den
Wunsch, die Situation mit
der Seilbahn so schnell wie
möglich zu lösen.

TripAdvisor users rank
Dubrovnik as the most sought
after destination in 2019
According to statistical information on the behaviour
and visits of users of the popular
travel advice website TripAdvisor, Croatia is at the top of the
list of countries with the highest
growth in search and popularity
in the first four months of this
year. Namely, the popularity of
Croatia has risen by a whopping 27 percent. And the most
sought after destination in the
whole of Croatia is, Dubrovnik.
In fact, in the category of cities
Dubrovnik had an impressive
46 percent growth in popula-
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rity, and another Croatian city
came in second place in this category, with Split seeing a great rise in interest on the world’s
most used travel website. “These are excellent indicators for
Croatian tourism if we know
that in April, for example, more
than 280 million world travellers sought key tourist information through TripAdvisor,”
commented the Director of the
Croatian Tourist Board, Kristjan Staničić. In second place after Croatia came Slovenia with
a 22 percent growth.

Die TripAdvisor-Nutzer
stufen Dubrovnik 2019 als
das beliebteste Reiseziel ein
Nach statistischen Informationen über das Verhalten
und die Besuche von Nutzern der
beliebten Reisehinweis-Website
TripAdvisor steht Kroatien in
den ersten vier Monaten dieses
Jahres ganz oben auf der Liste der Länder mit dem höchsten Such- und Beliebtheitszuwachs. Die Popularität Kroatiens
ist nämlich um satte 27 Prozent
gestiegen. Das beliebteste Reiseziel in ganz Kroatien ist Dubrovnik. Tatsächlich verzeichnete Dubrovnik in der Kategorie
der Städte ein beeindruckendes Wachstum von 46 Prozent,
und eine andere kroatische Stadt
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belegte in dieser Kategorie den
zweiten Platz. Split verzeichnete
einen starken Anstieg des Interesses an der am häufigsten genutzten Reisewebsite der Welt.
“Dies sind ausgezeichnete Indikatoren für den kroatischen
Tourismus, wenn wir wissen,
dass zum Beispiel im April mehr
als 280 Millionen Weltreisende
wichtige touristische Informationen über TripAdvisor suchten”, kommentierte der Direktor
des kroatischen Tourismusverbandes, Kristjan Staničić. Auf
dem zweiten Platz nach Kroatien folgte Slowenien mit einem
Wachstum von 22 Prozent.
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Do SITE SEEING

PHOTO OPPORTUNITIES: 1 FROM THE

“Game of Stones”
The City Walls
The iconic Dubrovnik City Walls are the symbol of the city.
Encircling the whole of the historic Old City the walls stretch
unbroken for just over 1,900 metres. If you haven’t walked
the city walls then you haven’t really been to Dubrovnik!
AUTHOR MARK THOMAS

WORKING HOURS

8.00am – 6.30pm

GAME OF
THRONES ON
THE WALLS
THE POPULAR HBO SERIAL
GAME OF THRONES HAS
BEEN USING DUBROVNIK
AS A LOCATION FOR THE
PAST FIVE SEASONS. THE
DUBROVNIK CITY WALLS,
AT IN PARTICULAR THE
MINCETA FORTRESS, HAVE
FEATURED IN THE SERIAL
MANY TIMES. FANS OF
GOT CLIMB TO THE TOP OF
THE FORTRESS AND TAKE
SELFIES IN THE EXACT SAME
POSITION AS THEIR HEROES
ACTED FAMOUS SCENES.
MINCETA FORTRESS IS
THE HIGHEST POINT OF
THE CITY WALLS; THE
TOWER WAS COMPLETED
IN 1464 BY ARCHITECT
AND SCULPTOR JURAJ
DALMATINAC. THE
TOWER’S NAME DERIVES
FROM THE NAME OF THE
MENCETIC FAMILY, WHO
OWNED THE GROUND
UPON WHICH THE TOWER
WAS BUILT.
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Constructed between the 12th to 17th
centuries the Dubrovnik City Walls
are the most visited attraction in Croatia,
with almost 1 million people walking the 2
kilometres last year. Rising up to 25 metres
and up to 6 metres thick in places the spectacular walls represent many of the values
of the city. They were built to look impressive, imposing and undefeatable, that plan
worked. This defensive system, one of the
most beautiful and solid fortress systems
on the Mediterranean, is composed of a
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range of forts, bastions, casemates, towers
and freestanding fortresses. With panoramic views over the terracotta roofs of the
Old City from the north walls and endless
vistas of the Adriatic Sea from the south
side you’ll fill your holiday album several
times over. There are three entrances onto
the walls, from the Stradun, from the Ploce
Gate and the St. Ivan Fortress. The flow of
visitors is anti-clockwise, be careful, and
you can do a full circle or half a circle if
you want.
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LOVRIJENAC FORTRESS 2 MINCETA FORTRESS 3 BOKAR FORTRESS

TOP 5
prices

200 kn

ADULT TICKET

50 kn

CHILDREN AND
STUDENTS

BEACHES

THE TICKET IS VALID
FOR ONE DAY AND
INCLUDES ENTRANCE
ON THE FORT OF
LOVRIJENAC

Ploce

2
Pile

1

tip!

ottle
Ta ke aebr with
of wats it gets
you a mely
extre !
hot
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Banje Beach
Frana Supila, Dubrovnik
Iconic Dubrovnik beach with
cracking views over the Old City
Walls. Grab a bite to eat in the
beach bar.

Cava Beach
Babin Kuk
Located on the Babin Kuk
penninsular the Cava beach has
recently been equipped with the
Coral Beach Club offering a bar,
sun beds, umbrellas and VIP
lounges.

Sunj Beach

Ticket offices
what to do?

GAME OF THRONES
FOR GAME OF THRONES
FANS VISIT THE
LOVRIJENAC FORTRESS
WHICH PLAYED THE
RED KEEP IN THE HBO
SERIAL.
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history buff

VISIT THE EXHIBITION
SPACE OF THE
ASSOCIATION OF THE
FRIENDS OF DUBROVNIK
ANTIQUITIES ON
SIROKA STREET TO
DISCOVER THE HISTORY

Lopud Island
Golden sandy beach that is
perfect for children as there is
plenty of shallow water. A 40
miuntes walk across the island
from the ferry stop.

Sv. Jakov Beach
Ploce
Direclty opposite the Old City of
Dubrovnik the beach is best in the
late afternoon as he sun dipping
down over the city is a photo to
keep forever.

Prapratno
Peljesac
Located in a sheltered bay
this sandy beach has plenty of
facilities and a large parking lot.

The DubrovnikTIMES
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DISCOVER CELEBRITIES

Every season is
celebrity season
Dubrovnik is certainly on the celebrity map.
Over the past few years we’ve
had many household names
in the city. And although it
recent years the numbers of
stars that have visited Dubrovnik has blossomed the
city has a long history of
celebrity guests. Elisabeth
Taylor and Richard Burton
spent a romantic stay in the
city in the 60’s, Sophie Lauren dropped by and many
Kings and Queens have enjoyed the crystal clear Adriatic Sea. More recently Michael Douglas, Catharine
Zeta Jones, Goldie Hawn,
Kurt Russell, Richard Gere,
Nick Nolte, Tom Cruise, Sir
Roger Moore, Tina Turner...
the list goes on and on. One
of the biggest names in recent years was Beyonce who
drifted into town. She sailed
into town on Eric Clapton’s
yacht with her boyfriend
Jayz and they spent the afternoon having fun on jet skis.
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And the diva Gloria Gaynor
spent a “working” holiday in
the city and performed to a
packed audience. The world
of fashion also enjoyed the
view on the Stradun as mega
designer Giorgio Armani inspected the shopping in the
Old City possibly looking for
inspiration for his next collection. An old favourite of
Dubrovnik is Bernie Eccelstone who often drops the
anchor of his mega-yacht in
front of the old city. After
being introduced to the city
by his former wife Slavica,
Bernie has become a firm
fan of Dubrovnik. And the
A-list Hollywood stars are
choosing Dubrovnik as their
summer hideaway. Michael
Fassbender spent a few days
sailing around the Adriatic
Sea, Francis Ford Coppola
was in town, born again star
Mickey Rourke met the masses and Richard Gere admired
the architecture and Ashley
Judd even filmed a new series in the streets. FC Bayern Munich goalkeeper Manuel Neuer enjoyed the views
from the cable car and Jon
Bon Jovi spent a family holiday in Cavtat.

SPOT THE GAME
OF THRONES ACTORS

For the past five years Dubrovnik has been a location for the popular Game of
Thrones series. As the city is
compact it is normally possible to get relatively close to
the action. As this could well
be the last season we are expecting the cast and crew to
be here for a longer period of
time. They normally arrive
at the end of the summer so
think about September for a
break in Dubrovnik to see the
action.
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Prominentenzeit
zu jeder Zeit

Dubrovnik hat definitiv seinen Platz auf der
Prominentenlandkarte. In
den letzten Jahren durften
wir viele berühmte Namen
in der Stadt willkommen
heißen. Und obwohl die
Anzahl an Stars, die Dubrovnik besuchen, stark
zugenommen hat, hatte
die Stadt auch davor bereits eine lange Geschichte
berühmter Gäste. Elisabeth
Taylor und Richard Burton
verbrachten in den 60er
Jahren einen romantischen Aufenthalt in der Stadt,
auch Sophia Loren schaute
vorbei und viele Könige und
Königinnen genossen bereits die kristallklare Adria.
In jüngerer Zeit besuchten
uns unter anderem Michael
Douglas, Catharine Zeta
Jones, Goldie Hawn, Kurt
Russell, Richard Gere, Nick
Nolte, Tom Cruise, Sir Roger Moore, Tina Turner...
Die Liste lässt sich noch
lange fortsetzen. Einer der
größten Namen der letzten Jahre war Beyonce.
Sie fuhr auf Eric Claptons
Jacht gemeinsam mit ihrem
Lebensgefährten Jay Z in
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die Stadt ein und sie verbrachten ihren Nachmittag
Jet Ski fahrend. Die Diva
Gloria Gaynor verbrachte
einen “Arbeitsurlaub” in

der Stadt und trat vor vollen Zuschauerrängen auf.
Auch die Modewelt genoss
den Anblick des Stradun,
als Megadesigner Giorgio
Armani die Einkaufsmöglichkeiten der Altstadt genauer unter die Lupe nahm und
sich dabei vielleicht auch
nach Inspiration für seine
neue Kollektion umsah. Ein
alter und beliebter Bekannter ist Bernie Ecclestone der
häufig den Anker seiner
Megajacht vor der Altstadt
setzt. Nachdem ihm seine
Exfrau, Slavica, die Stadt
das erste Mal gezeigt hatte,
wurde Bernie zu einem
großen Bewunderer von
Dubrovnik. Und auch TopHollywood-Stars entscheiden sich für Dubrovnik als
Sommerrefugium. Michael
Fassbender segelte einige
Tage auf der Adria, Francis
Ford Coppola besuchte die
Stadt, der “wiederauferstandene” Star Mickey Rourke mischte sich unter die
Leute und Richard Gere
bewunderte die Architektur. Ashley Judd drehte
sogar eine neue Serie in den
Straßen der Stadt. FC Bay-

ern München Torwart Manuel Neuer genoss die Aussicht aus der Seilbahn und
Jon Bon Jovi verbrachte einen Familienurlaub in Cavtat.

ERSPÄHEN SIE DIE
GAME OF THRONES
SCHAUSPIELER

In den letzten fünf Jahren war Dubrovnik einer
der Drehorte der beliebten Serie Game of Thrones.
Da die Stadt sehr kompakt
ist, ist es für gewöhnlich
möglich relative nahe an
das Geschehen ranzukommen. Da dies möglicherweise die letzte Staffel sein
könnte, erwarten wir, dass
die Schauspieler und das
Filmteam für einen längeren
Zeitraum hier sein werden.
Für gewöhnlich treffen sie
gegen Ende des Sommers
ein, also planen Sie einen
Abstecher nach Dubrovnik
im September um etwas
vom Geschehen zu mitzuerleben.

The DubrovnikTIMES
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DO DAY TRIPPING

The Lokrum Reser
rebuilding of ships

The “Zrinski” and “Skala” ships were built in
Mokošica in 1971, and designed for the needs of the
Lokrum Reserve. Since those
early beginnings, and despite
their aging years, the two
wooden ferries have continued to serve passengers to
the island safely and on time.
These “old timers” certainly
have their work cut out in the
summer months ferrying to
and fro between the Old City
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of Dubrovnik and the favourite island of the people from
the city, Lokrum. Thanks to
a dedicated crew these floating masterpieces have never
missed a sailing.
Unfortunately, for several years now, due to the lack
of specialised wooden shipbuilders in Dubrovnik, and in
fact the whole of Croatia, the
two loyal ferries, Skala and
Zrinkski have had to travel
to the island of Murter, to the

The DubrovnikTIMES

Betina Marina on a regular
basis for maintenance and repair work. And the same was
the case this year.
In addition to the regular annual renovations and reconstruction of the wooden structure of the aforementioned
ships that have been carried
out in Betina at the shipyard
“Betina” and in the shipyard
“Leda” in Korcula, the replacement of propulsion machinery, ship gears and pro-

how to
get there
FERRY BOAT
LET SKALA AND ZRINSKI FERRY
YOU – THESE TWO FERRIES
LEAVE FROM THE OLD CITY
HARBOUR ON A REGULAR
BASIS THROUGH THE SUMMER
MONTHS – THE RIDE TAKES
AROUND 10 MINUTES
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rve invests into
Skala and Zrinski

pellers was carried out. The
amount of this replacement
for both ships was approximately 2 million Kuna.

Info! en

is op
Lokrum ril to
from Ap er
Novemb
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READY TO TAKE
PASSENGERS AGAIN
The demanding overhauls on
“Zrinski” and “Skala” ships
at the Marina Betina shipyard started in 2014 when
the reconstruction of the
front part of the ship (from
the middle door to the stern)
which amounted to 650,000
Kuna on the Skala ship. In
addition, on the Zrinski boat,
in 2016 along with the regular overhaul, a reconstruction of the front part of the
ship was made, all in the
amount of approximately
700,000 Kuna.
This winter the overhaul of
the mentioned ships started
in December 2018 and ended in late April 2019. During that time, our crews
went to the shipyard so that
they could participate in the
overhaul they contributed to
their new “good looks”, that
is, the equalization of the
visual identity of the ships
in order to return them at
the best to our city, where

they belong. On the “Zrinski” boat, along with s regular overhaul, new passenger benches and new life
belts were installed, all in
the amount of approximately 365,000 Kuna.
And on the “Skala” boat,
along with a regular overhaul, the reconstruction
of the back part of the ship
(from the middle door to the
stern) was done, all in the
amount of approximately
1,000,000 Kuna. Thanks to
the great care and attention
of Lokrum Reserve, “Skala”
and “Zrinski” ships will travel for a long time to our favourite island, our Lokrum!

The DubrovnikTIMES
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Scan the
QR CODE
for more info!

Solve your Dubrovnik parking
with Sanitat Dubrovnik.
The English language website
of the public parking company
for Dubrovnik – Sanitat –
offers a whole range of useful
information about the prices
and zones for parking in the
city. Find the answers to all
your parking questions in one
stop. Use our online map of
the five different parking zones
around Dubrovnik to make sure
that you know where you can
park and how much it costs.

HOW TO PAY
- At the automatic machines
- Via mobile phone with an SMS (Croatian mobile operators)
- At Tisak newspaper stands

DISCOVER SOCIAL CIRCLES

Social Circles
Digital Media
VISIT OUR OFFICIAL WEBSITE

thedubrovniktimes.com
AND DISCOVER NEWS, VIEWS AND
REVIEWS. TRAVEL ADVICE, EVENTS,
INFORMATION, NEWS FROM
DUBROVNIK AND CROATIA, INTERVIEWS.

Facebook
OUR FACEBOOK
SITE HAS MANY
COMPETITIONS, FUN
FACTS, PHOTOS AND
TRAVEL ADVICE.

SCAN
the QR
code!

Instagram
WITH THOUSANDS OF FOLLOWERS OUR
INSTAGRAM ACCOUNT IS THE PLACE TO FIND
GLORIOUS IMAGES OF THE CITY. #DUTIMES

Twitter
KEEP YOUR FINGER ON THE
PULSE OF DUBROVNIK WITH
THE TWITTER ACCOUNT OF THE
DUBROVNIK TIMES. #DUTIMES

Tickets
YOUR ONLINE TICKET AGENCY FOR ALL EVENTS,
NATIONAL PARKS, DAY TRIPS AND TRAVEL. ONESTOP ONLINE TICKET SHOP FOR CROATIA.

PLAN YOUR TRIP TO CROATIA, BOOK ROOMS, VILLAS, TOURS,
ACTIVITIES, RESTAURANTS AND GET REVIEWS BY LEADING EXPERTS.

www.croatia-times.com.com
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INTERVIEW - WANDA S. RADETTI
AUTHOR MARK THOMAS

Croatia, and especially
Dubrovnik, have gained
enormous amounts of publicity as a tourist destination
over the past few years. Have
you seen a change in attitude
towards Croatia as a tourist
destination?
Absolutely, today Croatia remains a most longed for vacation destination for our most
sophisticated travellers from
the United States, Canada,
South America and from other
places of the world.I was born
in Rijeka/Fiume and while the
“last war” was winding down.
When in 1994, as the war of
independence of Croatia was
winding down, I started my
personal journey of discovery. I became fascinated by
the complexity of the history and culture of Croatia, but
most of all I was totally seduced by the splendour, the
sheer beauty that envelopes
this little, strategic, country
of Europe.I was excited by my
findings and wanted to share
what I learned with anyone
that would listen. Pencil and
paper in hand, ready to draw
the map of Europe, I confirmed to all those who asked
that “yes, Croatia has always
been part of Europe and, “no,
it was never a part of Russia”.
Eventually I was asked to design personal itineraries for
affinity groups that had ties
to former Yugoslavia. I created my little LLC and went
to work designing luxury
itineraries that responded to
the interest of travellers curious about the history, culture, the food and the wine. I
confess that my initial intent
and quest was rather premature. When I first arrived on
the scene, I tasted food that
was deliciously organic and
usually farm to table, however, I found lots of wine possibilities but not a drop that I
would want to drink. The beer
was and is, always good. Now,
of course, I favour, savour and

8
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taste the wines of Croatia
with relish.We note that Dubrovnik seems to be perceived
as a strong, stand alone, recognizable destination brand
and not always, automatically associated with Croatia.
Travelers that hire our services reach out to us from every
part of the World. Personal,
face to face planning meetings are not always a convenient possibility.
How is Croatian seen on the
American market? Are we still
an exotic destination and has
interest increased in the past
years?
For most of the American
market, Croatia is still considered an enticing, exotic
destination. On a whole, they
are still not as familiar with
the geography, history and
culture as they might be with
other European countries
such as the UK, Italy, France,
Spain, etc. Keep in mind that
only one third of the population of the United States holds
valid passports. The events of
this past year, specifically the
World Cup, has increased familiarity with Croatia to a
much larger segment of the
U.S. market. The film industry’s use of Dubrovnik as a
backdrop for popular films,
and television shows, such
as Game of Thrones, has also
contributed to a certain acquaintance with this singular city.
What are we missing? What
do you believe we need to introduce to become more attractive for American travellers and what would make their
journey to Croatia more interesting?
In terms of cultural elements
and natural beauty, we think
Croatia already offers much to
the American traveller. The
ever-evolving culinary scene,
well preserved historical
sights, and growing adventure
sports market all continue to
impress our travellers. How-
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ever, we would love to see improvements in transportation.
Most internal flights require a
stopover in Zagreb which often proves inconvenient and
increases travel time exponentially. Ferry and Catamaran schedules are limited even
in summer. The once glorious
sea plane is no longer operating. Ultimately, the difficulty
in efficiently traveling from
one location to another results in higher concentrations
of people in certain locations.
Croatia has so much to offer as
a whole, we’d like to be able to
show people the entire country more easily.
How does the level of accommodation in Croatia compare
with what your guests are
used to?

This is a salient and important question which we struggle with daily. Ever since we
first started bringing travellers to Croatia, we have
struggled with the “star”
system. In our experience,
the number of stars awarded a particular property do
not always present a clear
picture of the quality or service one can expect to find
there. For this reason, we
have always found it necessary to see properties in person and assign our own rating. In some cases, what is
officially awarded only three
stars feels more like a four
star, but often it works the
other way around. We find
that most often complaints
about accommodation have
to do with service. Ameri-
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Croatia already
offers much to the
American traveller
Wanda Radetti has been on a journey for most of her life,
and we all know that the journey is more important than the
destination. A travel specialist with a capital T. Her considerable
inside knowledge of Croatia has opened so many new doors for
her clients. In fact, she has been awarded the "The World Top
Travel Specialist for Croatia" by Condé Nast Traveller Magazine
since 2006. Wanda S. Radetti has been the heart and soul of
VisitCroatia.com – Tasteful Croatian Journeys, a New York
State-registered and based travel company since 1995.

can’s expect a certain level
of care to be taken by staff.
Whether this is assistance
with luggage and being escorted to their room
upon check-in, or
coffee being served
(not self-served) at
breakfast, American
travellers expect to
be catered to with a
smile. It’s important
for hotel staff to convey to the guest that
their requests are
not an imposition.
It is not simply “no
problem,” it is in fact
“our pleasure”
Where do you see
Croatia as a tourist
destination in the future? Are heading in
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the right direction or should
we change course?
We feel, Croatia as a brand,
has not established one coherent presentation of the
type of traveller it is looking to attract. When Croatia
speaks of tourism, the dialogue is always about “the
number of beds occupied”,

rather than the profile of the
guest and the quality of the
bed that is occupied.Clarifying the identity of the type
of destination and the quality of travellers that Croatia
wants to attract, will offer a
clear objective that can lead
to effective management of
resources.Croatia offers re-

markable natural beauty,
and a pristine environment
which demands protection.
In order to preserve the
bounty of natural resources, guardianship over the
seas, rivers and the cleanliness of water must be paramount. Protection of parklands, mountains, and
agriculture contribute
to the allure of Croatia,
safeguarding the rich
habitats will assure a
long and fruitful future
for Croatian lands, while
responding to the world’s
concerns about sustainability. As with the natural environment, manmade treasures also
require preservation.
The layers of history are
still visible in Croatia,
maintaining and protecting this abundant
heritage is paramount
in the continued offering of Croatia as a cultural destination.
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MAPPED OUT

The Dubrovnik Synagogue is
Sefardic synagogue still in u
world and the second oldest
Europe. It is said to have bee
1352, but gained legal status
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The Old City of Dubrovnik
is a self-contained city, a city
surrounded by ancient stone walls.
The Stradun, the main street, runs
through the centre of the city like an
arrow. It is one of the busiest streets
and other side streets run parallel
with it. It runs from East to West
and is around 300 metres in length.
There entrances into the Old City,
one at the East – Ploce Gate, one
at the West – Pile Gate and to the
North – Buza Gate. The busiest is
Pile Gate where all the buses arrive,
if you are coming by car then the
Buza Gate is the easiest...but there
are lots of steps. The Stradun is the
lowest point in the whole city, everything leads up from this street.

Old City

Did You K

ANTUNINSKA

AUTHOR MARK THOMAS

Dubrovnik

ANTUNINSKA

There is no need to follow
your nose around Dubrovnik
anymore, follow The
Dubrovnik Times and get to
your destination

STRADUN
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Die Altstadt von Dubrovnik
ist eine in sich geschlossene Stadt, die von alten Steinmauern umgeben ist. Der Stradun, die
Hauptstraße, verläuft wie ein Pfeil
durch das Stadtzentrum. Er ist
eine der belebtesten Straßen, mit
einigen parallel dazu verlaufenden
Seitenstraßen. Er verläuft von Osten nach Westen und ist etwa 300
Meter lang. Es gibt drei Eingänge
in die Altstadt, einen im Osten – das
Ploče-Tor, einen im Westen – das
Pile-Tor und das Buza-Tor im Norden. Am meisten los ist beim PileTor, bei dem alle Busse ankommen.
Wenn Sie mit dem Auto anreisen, ist
das Buza-Tor die einfachste Wahl….
jedoch gibt es hier sehr viele Stufen.
Der Stradun ist der tiefstgelegenste
Punkt in der gesamten Stadt, von
dieser Straße aus geht es stets nach
oben.
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GETALDIĆEVA

In Dubrovnik müssen
Sie nicht mehr einfach
der Nase nachgehen,
folgen Sie der Dubrovnik
Times, um an Ihr Ziel zu
gelangen.
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The Republic of Ragusa was a maritime republic
centred on the city of Dubrovnik that existed from
1358 to 1808. It reached its commercial peak in the
15th and the 16th centuries, before being conquered
by Napoleon’s French Empire and formally annexed
by the Napoleonic Kingdom of Italy in 1808. It had
a population of about 30,000 people, out of whom
5,000 lived within the city walls. Its motto was
“Non bene pro toto libertas venditur auro”, which
translated from Latin means “Liberty is not well sold
for all the gold”
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Know...

Wussten Sie...

s the oldest
use today in the
t synagogue in
en established in
s in the city in 1408.

Die Dubrovniker Synagoge ist die älteste
sephardische Synagoge der Welt, die noch genutzt
wird und die zweitälteste Synagoge Europas.
Es heißt, sie wurde 1352 errichtet, doch ihren
offiziellen Status in der Stadt erhielt sie 1408.

PLOČE

Geburt einer Nation

12

Die Republik Ragusa war eine maritime Republik rund
um die Stadt Dubrovnik, die von 1358 bis 1808 bestand.
Im 15. und 16. Jahrhundert erreichte sie die Blütezeit
ihrer Handelstätigkeit. 1808 wurde sie von Napoleons
Französischem Kaiserreich erobert und formell dem
Napoleonischen Königreich Italien einverleibt. In der
Republik lebten etwa 30.000 Menschen, davon 5.000
innerhalb der Stadtmauern. Der Wahlspruch der
Republik Ragusa lautete „Non bene pro toto libertas
venditur auro“, was aus dem Lateinischen übersetzt so
viel bedeutet wie „Für alles Gold dieser Welt werden
wir unsere Freiheit nicht verkaufen“.
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1 Minceta Fortress
2 Franciscan Monastery
3 St. Saviour Church
4 City Walls Entrance
5 Great Onofrio Fountain
6 St Clair Monastery
7 Bokar Fortress
8 Synagogue

9 Sigurata Church
10 St. Nicholas Church
11 Dominican Monastery
12 Revelin Fortress
13 Sponza Palace
14 Bell Tower
15 Theatre
16 Small Onofrio Fountain
17 St. Blaise Church
18 Orlando Column
19 Rectors Palace
20 Cathedral
21 Nautical Museum
22 Orthodox Church
23 Mosque
24 St. Ignatius Church
25 Marin Drzic House
26 Ethnographic museum – Rupe
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Discover FEATURE

Events on the m
The dates and
timings of these
events was correct
at the time of
publishing – source
The Dubrovnik
Tourist Board

21 JUNE – 5 JULY 2019
MIDSUMMER SCENE
Midsummer Scene is an
established theatre festival held in English that uses
one of the most beautiful stage
ambient – Dubrovnik’s St. Lawrence Fortress – which is the
stage for Shakespeare’s most
well-known dramas, realised
through the cooperation of
British and Croatian theatre
artists.

8

28 JUNE - 5 JULY 2019
11TH INTERNATIONAL
OPERA ARIAS FESTIVAL „TINO PATTIERA“
The festival is named after and organized in the
memory of the world famous
tenor Tino Pattiera, one of the
major singers at the opera houses both in Europe and worldwide in the first half of the 20th
century. The International Operatic Aria Festival Hommage
Tino Pattiera was founded aiming to become another permanent operatic event in our city,
to complete the operatic milieu of Dubrovnik, and to present the most beautiful operatic
output of the greatest composers to its audiences.

8

13 – 16 JUNE 2019
LE PETIT FESTIVAL DU
THEATRE
This is a small festival, but
a special and distinctive
cultural event in which artists
represent artistic talents from
around the world. Le Petit Theatre du Festival every year raises the curtain revealing creations carefully selected and
talented artists whether they
are poets, actors, dancers, or
something completely different.

8

21 JUNE 2019
MUSIC SCENE FESTIVAL
“ANA IN TOWN”
The festival Ana in Town
celebrates a young artist, a
cellist with a recognizable musical style, Ana Rucner in a double role as classical musician
and crossover instrumentalist.
A fantastic concert at the dawn
of the first day of summer and
World Music Day on June 21st
is an exceptional artistic event
and unique view and experience of sunrise at the top of the
Srdj Mountain.

8
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1 JULY –31 AUGUST 2019
SUMMER EVENTS
PROGRAM IN DUBROVNIK
SOURROUNDINGS
For many years the City of
Dubrovnik and Dubrovnik
Tourist Board have been organizing music and entertainment programs on the Elaphite islands, and in Zaton and
Orašac in order to present tourists the Mediterranean melody,
folklore and folk traditions that
have been cherished for ages.
Within special programs with
traditional folk festivities and
holidays guests will be able to
enjoy some thirty performances this summer such as: Dalmatian vocal groups concerts,
folklore performances, classical music concerts and perfor-

8
Dubrovnik is looking forward to another
busy year of happenings with a colourful
plethora of differing events on the menu
for 2019. Traditionally the summer is
dominated by the iconic Dubrovnik
Summer Festival and this year is no
different, however with so many interesting
comings and goings around the main
festival it will be a packed. Here are some of
the main events to look forward to this year.
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menu for 2019
mances by Croatian music entertainers which will be held
on Koločep, Lopud, Šipan, in
Zaton and Orašac.

10 JULY–25 AUGUST 2019
70th DUBROVNIK
SUMMER FESTIVAL
The Dubrovnik Summer
Festival is undoubtedly
the largest and most representative cultural manifestation, not only in Dubrovnik,
but in all of Croatia. It is held
since 1950 and lasts every year
from 10 July to 25 August.

8

4 – 14 AUGUST 2019
ŠIPAN SUMMER FILM
SCHOOL
Each summer on the island of Šipan the summer
film school and film festival
called “Šipan Film Summer
School” is held. The event
has an international character
since the films, participants
in the program, and festival
guests come from Germany,
Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Slovenia, and the United
Kingdom. Under the auspices
of the City of Dubrovnik, the
film festival in Šipanska Luka
lasts from August 4th to 14th,
and ten selected films are
shown. “Šipan Film Summer
School” takes into account the
specific situation of a Dalmatian island. In winter it is a
closed environ-

ment, and in the summer
months through cinema the
island communicates with the
whole world. School children
from Šipan have the opportunity to be creative together
with their peers from Europe
and the around the world.

says, brings us a variety of music events.

17 -20 OCTOBER 2019
GOOD FOOD
FESTIVAL 2019
A number of new and interesting gastronomic

8

ADVENT IN THE CITY
The program of Dubrovnik’s winter festival – Advent in the City –
begins with the lighting of
the first Advent candle. The
uniqueness of Dubrovnik
is also visible during the
month of giving. This year’s
Christmas market will be
set up on the most beautiful street in Dubrovnik,
Stradun, where traditional craftsmen will present
their handicrafts, Christmas decorations, and traditional Christmas cakes
and sweets will be offered
as well. Try to sing the traditional holiday songs, the
Dubrovnik kolenda (carols), which have been sung
on Christmas Eve and on
New Year’s Eve since olden
times, offering congratulations and wishing everyone
a joyful holiday!

8

8

27 AUGUST –
20 SEPTEMBER 2019
MUSIC FESTIVAL –
DUBROVNIK IN LATE
SUMMER
The end of August and
almost whole September
in Dubrovnik are reserved for
great classical music concerts.
For the seventh year the Dubrovnik Symphony Orchestra
organizes the International
Late Summer Music Festival
Dubrovnik, which brings internationally acclaimed artists to the town. The music director of the festival is
Austrian conductor Christoph
Campestrini and the festival
takes place from 27 August
until 20 September 2019.

8

1 -12 OCTOBER 2019
STRADUN CLASSIC
Marija Pavlović, Artist in
residence

8

18 OCTOBER –
8 NOVEMBER 2019
AUTUMN MUSIC VARIETY
Dubrovnik Symphony
Orchestra autumn concerts are covered with a new
festival – Autumn Music Variety. Festival, as the name

8
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less beauty and uncovering
the rich diversity of artistic
expression through special
events, entertainment programs, colourful cuisine
with a touch of tradition,
and ancient customs.

programs are found within
this unique project of the Dubrovnik Tourist Board, which
has become an exceptional
supplement to the regular
tourism offerings for tourist in the autumn month of
October and has become
a favourite among the locals, as well. The new edition of the Good Food Festival brings presentations of
culinary specialties typical
for our region, educational
programs for children, tastings of regional wines, culinary workshops, and events
such as “Dinner with a famous chef”, workshops on
preparing Dubrovnik delicacies, special menus in
Dubrovnik restaurants, an
“Eat & Walk” culinary tour,
as well as other surprises.
December 2019 –
January 2020
DUBROVNIK
WINTER FESTIVAL
The Dubrovnik Winter Festival is an event
which reveals a new aspect
of the City of Dubrovnik,
featuring magical lighting highlighting its time-

8

NEW YEAR’S EVE
Dubrovnik’s many visitors will bring in New
Year’s 2020 while entertained by a spectacular music programme which will
already begin in the morning hours of December 31st,
New Year’s Eve. The New
Year’s program includes a
diverse, entertaining threeday program, in which everyone will find something
interesting. The New Year
will begin with the traditional New Year’s Day 10
km race, and a special treat
will be a concert of the Dubrovnik Symphony Orchestra, paired with oysters and
champagne, beginning on
New Year’s Day at noon.

8
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DISCOVER BEACHES

SUNSET BEACH
DUBROVNIK –
WELCOMING
SUMMER IN STYLE
The renowned Croatian cellist, Ana
Rucner, will hold a special concert this
year on Dubrovnik’s leading beach resort,
Sunset Beach Dubrovnik, to welcome in
the first day of summer in style.
For the past nine years
Ana Rucner has been
delighting audiences in Dubrovnik with her early morning concert on the first day of

8

summer. At around 5:00 am
in the morning of the 21st of
June the melodic sounds of
Rucner drift across the early
morning Dubrovnik day. And

Sunset concert
ANA RUCNER

FOR THE FIRST YEAR EVER, ANA
WILL FOLLOW HER SUNRISE
CONCERT WITH A SUNSET
ONE, AND WHERE BETTER TO
CELEBRATE THE END OF THE FIRST
DAY OF SUMMER ON THE BEACH
WITH THE BEST SUNSET IN THE
WORLD

info

Y
THE CIT
ANA IN
S
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S
E YE AR
FOR NIN

as the concert is held on top of
the Srd Mountain the panoramic views down onto the ancient Old City are breath-taking.
And this year, for the first year
ever, Ana will follow her sunrise
concert with a sunset one, and
where better to celebrate the

end of the first day of summer on
the beach with the best sunset
in the world. “I am really excited to be performing on the Sunset Beach this year. I will play a
rock classic repertoire and I am
looking forward to performing
on this atmospheric beach, ”
commented Rucner to The Dubrovnik Times. And she has designed a special concert, different from her early morning one
over the city, to mark this special event. The beach’s slogan is
“more than you can imagine”
but we can imagine that this
Rucner concert will be an extra
special day. “One day is like one
life, you are born and live your
life through the day and then
you go to sleep in the evening,”
added Rucner. Catch the first
sunset of summer 2019 on the
largest beach in Dubrovnik,
Sunset Beach Dubrovnik, with
this special cellist.

Welcome to
Summer
CONCERT
SET YOUR ALARM EARLY - ANA’S
WELCOME TO SUMMER CONCERT
WILL TAKE PLACE AT THE
AMPHITHEATRE ON TOP OF SRD
ON JUNE 21 AT 5:00 AM.

20
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DISCOVER TOP TIPS

Here are the TOP EIGHT
tips for cruise passengers
to Dubrovnik in 2019

With over 750,000 passengers expected to arrive at the port of Dubrovnik this year in cruise ships from all over
the world it will be another busy summer in the city. All of the major cruise lines operate to Dubrovnik, from
Celebrity Cruises, MSC and Disney Cruises. And if you are one of these thousands of passengers disembarking in
Dubrovnik this year you’ll need a few helpful hints to make the most of your time in the pearl of the Adriatic.
port service in Dubrovnik is
clean and well organised and
most of the buses inside the
city run a regular service. The
bus ride from the Port of Dubrovnik to the Old City (Pile)
takes around 10 to 15 minutes
depending on traffic. There is
a bus heading to each part of
the town every 10-20 minutes. All the city buses are
numbered from 1-9 (including 9).

#1

The Dubrov n ik
Card is a unique
pass allowing entry into 8
cultural-historical monuments, the top attractions
of Dubrovnik. Depending
on the length of stay, you
can buy 3 types of cards:
1, 3 or 7 days. By purchasing a Dubrovnik Card, you
will get a bus card that is
valid throughout the city
of Dubrovnik and some discounts too. You can buy it
in tourist board offices, hotels, etc. but the easiest way
is online - where you also
get 10 percent off.

#2

The walk on the
City walls usually
lasts from ninety minutes
to two hours. Wear comfortable shoes, take a bottle of water and avoid the
hottest hours of the day.
And of course don’t forget
your camera!
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#3

From the Port of
Dubrovnik to the
Old City of Dubrovnik
is approximately a 30 to
40-minute walk. It is relatively straightforward to
find your way from the port
to the Old City however it
can get hot in the summer
months.

#6

Don’t forget that the
official currency of
the Republic of Croatia is Kunas. You’ll need Kunas to pay
for all the attractions, buses
and in restaurants. So be prepared to change your currency as soon as possible.

#7

Walk to the Banje
Beach. Just a stone’s
throw from the Old City is
the iconic Banje Beach. You’ll

Stay in touch
FOLLOW THE PORT OF
DUBROVNIK ON FACEBOOK,
TWITTER AND INSTAGRAM
TO KEEP YOUR FINGER ON
THE PULSE OF THE PORT

need to plan ahead, by taking
some swimwear, but dipping
in the crystal clean Adriatic
Sea is a memory you hold forever.

#8

Visit a museum.
The Rector’s palace should be on your “must
see” list. The former home of
the Rector of Dubrovnik this
stunning building in the centre of the Old City holds a very
interesting museum inside.

#4

Directly in front
of the Port of Dubrovnik there are numerous taxi ranks and the ride
will last for between 7 and
10 minutes depending on
the traffic. The fare from
the port to the Old City
ranges between 80 and 120
Kuna. Taxis also offer panoramic rides.

#5

The public bus company in Dubrovnik,
Libertas, runs a frequent
service passing the Old
City towards the Old City
as well as other destinations. The public trans-
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tip!

Eat FEATURE

e music
Enjoy liv errace
on the t urant
of Resta a every
tan
Tramun from 8:00
y
T h u r s d a 11 : 0 0 p m
o
t
pm

Restaurant Tramuntana –
FEEL THE WOW FACTOR
Enjoy local cuisine in a
trendy and chic setting
with a superb view of the
Adriatic Sea at the Restaurant
Tramuntana. Passion for food

8

how to
get there
LOCATION

HOTEL MORE, KARDINALA
STEPINCA 33, DUBROVNIK
TEL: +385 (20) 494 – 200
E-MAIL:
MORE@HOTEL-MORE.HR

22

and desire to “WOW” the
guests guide our every decision. Our wish is to introduce
you to a remarkable world of
different flavours and scents
typical for this part of Dalmatia. A terrace with spectacular sea views and our
welcoming and professional
staff will complete this unique experience by helping our
guests to pair their culinary
choices with a great selection of high quality local wine.
Make a journey to our restaurant and join us to return back
to the traditional Dalmatian
cuisine!
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LAZARETI

FOLK

DANCE
SHOW

Every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
from 9.30 pm at Lazareti

OVER 100 PERFORMERS
in authentic national
costumes perform
traditional CROATIAN
SONGS AND DANCES

Ticket and Reservations
RESERVE
www.lindjo.hr • +385998330679 ONLINE

3

Fly one way between Zagreb and
Dubrovnik, Split, Pula or Zadar, between
Osijek and Split or Dubrovnik, and
between Zagreb and Brač at prices
starting from 264 kn.

croatiaairlines.com

Stay ACCOMODATION

Choice!

HOTELS
HILTON IMPERIAL
DUBROVNIK

Address Marijana Blazica 2,
Dubrovnik
www.dubrovnik.hilton.com
STARS – FIVE

HOTEL LERO

Address Iva Vojnovića 14,
Dubrovnik
www.hotel-lero.hr
STARS – FOUR

LAFODIA HOTEL &
RESORT

Address Obala Iva Kuljevana 51,
Lopud
www.lafodiahotel.com
STARS – FOUR

SUN GARDENS
DUBROVNIK

Address Na moru 1, 20234,
Orasac, Dubrovnik
https://www.
dubrovniksungardens.com
STARS – FIVE

GRAND HOTEL PARK

Address Šetalište Kralja Zonimira
39, Lapad, Dubrovnik
www.grandhotel-park.hr
STARS – FOUR

HOTEL ADRIA

Address Radnička 46, Dubrovnik
www.hotel-adria-dubrovnik.com
STARS - FOUR

HOTEL ADRIATIC

LAPAD

Address Lapadska obala 37,
Dubrovnik
www.hotel-lapad.hr
STARS – FOUR

Address Masarykov put 9,
Dubrovnik
www.dubrovnikhotels.travel
STAR – TWO

HOTEL ARISTON

MORE

Address Kardinal Stepinca 33,
Dubrovnik
www.hotel-more.hr
STARS – FIVE

Address Kardinala Stepinca 31
www.importanneresort.com
STAR – FIVE

RIXOS LIBERTAS
DUBROVNIK

Address Šetalište Kralja
Tomislava 16, Dubrovnik
www.hoteldubrovnik.hr
STAR – THREE

Address Liechtensteinov put 3,
Dubrovnik,
libertasdubrovnik.rixos.com
STARS – FIVE

UVALA

Address Masarykov put 6, Lapad,
Dubrovnik
www.dubrovnikhotels.travel
STARS – FOUR

VALAMAR DUBROVNIK
PRESIDENT

Address Iva Dulčića 142, Dubrovnik
www.valamar.com
STARS – FIVE

VILLA DUBROVNIK
Address Vlaha Bukovca 6,
Dubrovnik
www.villa-dubrovnik.hr
STARS – FIVE

ROYAL PRINCESS HOTEL
Address Kardinala Stepinca 31,
Dubrovnik
www.hotelroyalprincess.com
STARS – FIVE
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HOTEL DUBROVNIK

HOTEL IVKA

Address Put Sv. Mihajla 21,
Dubrovnik
www.hotel-ivka.com
STAR – THREE

HOTEL NEPTUN

Address Kardinala Stepinca 31,
Dubrovnik
www.importanneresort.com
STAR - FOUR

KOMODOR

Address Masarykov put 5,
Dubrovnik
www.dubrovnikhotels.travel
STAR – THREE

PETKA

Address Obala Stjepana Radica
38, Dubrovnik
www.hotelpetka.com
STAR - THREE

The DubrovnikTIMES

ROYAL PALM

VIS

Address Kardinala Stepinca 31,
Lapad, Dubrovnik
www.importanneresort.com
STAR - FIVE

Address Masarykov put 4,
Dubrovnik
www.dubrovnikhotels.travel
STAR – THREE

SPLENDID

SHERATON DUBROVNIK
RIVIERA HOTEL

Address Masarykov put 10,
Dubrovnik
www.dubrovnikhotels.travel
STAR - THREE

ŠIPAN

Address Šipanska luka, Sipan
Island
www.hotel-sipan.hr
STAR - THREE

TIRENA

Adresa Iva Dulčića 36, Babin Kuk,
Dubrovnik
www.valamar.com/en/hotelsdubrovnik/tirena-hotel
STAR – THREE

UVALA

Address Masarykov put 6, Lapad,
Dubrovnik
www.dubrovnikhotels.travel
STAR - FOUR

VALAMAR ARGOSY

Address Iva Dulčića 140,
Dubrovnik
www.valamar.com/en/hotelsdubrovnik/argosy-hotel
STAR – FOUR

VALAMAR LACROMA
DUBROVNIK

Adresa Iva Dulčića 34, Dubrovnik
www.valamar.com
STAR – FOUR

Šetalište Dr. Franje Tudmana
17 Srebreno, Mlini, 20207,
Dubrovnik
http://www.
sheratondubrovnikriviera.com/hr
STAR – FIVE

ASTAREA

Šetalište Marka Marojice, 20207,
Mlini
http://www.dubrovnik-rivierahotels.hr/hotel/hotel-3
STAR – THREE

MLINI

Šetalište Marka Marojice, 20207,
Mlini
http://www.dubrovnik-rivierahotels.hr/hotel/hotel-4
STAR – FOUR

HOTEL CAVTAT

Tiha 8, 20210, Cavtat
http://www.hotel-cavtat.hr/
STAR– THREE

AMINESS LUME HOTEL

Brna bb, 20272 Smokvica, Otok
Korčula, Hrvatska
www.aminess.com

AMINESS GRAND
AZUR HOTEL

Adresa: Petra Krešimira IV
107, 20250 Orebić, Poluotok
Pelješac, Hrvatska
www.aminess.com
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CITY WALLS HOSTEL

Svetog Šimuna 15, Old City,
Dubrovnik
www.citywallshostel.com
Tel - +385 (0)91 799 2086
AVERAGE PRICE – 203 Kuna

HOSTEL CAENAZZO

HOSTELS

MY WAY HOSTEL
DUBROVNIK

Korcula Stari grad 12, Korcula
AVERAGE PRICE – 120 Kuna

Andrije Hebranga 33 Dubrovnik
www.mywayhostels.com
AVERAGE PRICE – 150 Kuna

HOSTEL MARKER
DUBROVNIK OLD TOWN

DUBROVNIK YOUTH
HOSTEL

Svetog Djurdja 6, Dubrovnik
AVERAGE PRICE – 100 Kuna

HOSTEL PETRA MARINA

Vinka Sagrestana 3, Dubrovnik
www.hfhs.hr
AVERAGE PRICE – 140 Kuna

DRAGAN’S DEN

Ulica 91, Put Svetog Antuna,
Korcula
AVERAGE PRICE – 100 Kuna

HOSTEL ANGELINA

Plovani skalini 17/a, Old Town,
Dubrovnik
www.facebook.com/hostelvillaangelinadubrovnikoldtown
AVERAGE PRICE – 169 Kuna
Obala Stjepana Radića 25, 20000,
Dubrovnik
AVERAGE PRICE – 150 Kuna

HOSTEL DUBROVNIK
SUNSET

Bulet 14, Zaton Mali, Dubrovnik
AVERAGE PRICE – 143 Kuna

ChloDiucbroev!nik
Hoste
as an 9.9
Sunset h world.
l
on hoste
m
o
c

DUBROVNIK
BACKPACKERS CLUB

Mostarska, 2d Dubrovnik
www.dubackpackers.com
AVERAGE PRICE – 150 Kuna

LETTING
OLD TOWN CITY CENTER
APARTMENTS

APARTMENTS KOVAC
OLD TOWN

PARADISE APARTMENTS

APARTMENTS
MARCO POLO

Ulica Plovani Skalini 2, Dubrovnik
LOCATION – OLD CITY

Stikovica 63, Stikovica
LOCATION – STIKOVICA

Peline 1, Dubrovnik
LOCATION – OLD CITY

VILLA ANTEA
APARTMENTS

Iva Dulcica 24, Dubrovnik
LOCATION – BABIN KUK

ORKA APARTMENTS

Lapadska obala 11, Dubrovnik
LOCATION – LAPAD

APARTMENTS BANJE
BEACH
Buića 10, Ploce, Dubrovnik
LOCATION – PLOCE
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Ulica Marka Andrijica, Old city
Korcula
marcopolo-apartments.com
LOCATION – KORČULA

NIJE PREŠA
APARTMENTS

Nalješkovićeva 5, Dubrovnik
www.nije-presa-dubrovnik.com
LOCATION – OLD CITY

Chowon iCcityeC!enter

APARTMENTS MARIS
Plat 19a, 20207 Mlini
LOCATION - MLINI

HOLIDAY HOME SYDNEY
Gomila 12b, Zaton
LOCATION – ZATON
Tel - +385989771192

just
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ps away
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DISCOVER FEATURE
IN 1377 DUBROVNIK HAD THE
FIRST QUARANTINE IN EUROPE.

DUBROVNIK HAD THE OLDEST ARBORETUM IN EUROPE TRSTENO, FOUNDED IN 1498, WITH MANY RARE PLANTS.

5

1377 WURDE IN DUBROVNIK DIE ERSTE
QUARANTÄNEANLAGE EUROPAS ERRICHTET.

TOP

IN DUBROVNIK STEHT DAS ÄLTESTE ARBORETUM
EUROPAS - TRSTENO, DAS 1498 ERRICHTET WURDE UND VIELE
SELTENE PFLANZEN BEHERBERGT.

DID YOU KNOW
WUSSTEN SIE?

DUBROVNIK’S 1395 INSURANCE LAW IS THE
OLDEST IN EUROPE. THIS LAW IS THREE CENTURIES
OLDER THAN LLOYD’S INSURANCE, LONDON,
WHICH DATES FROM THE END OF 17TH CENTURY.

DAS DUBROVNIKER VERSICHERUNGSGESETZ AUS 1395 IST DAS
ÄLTESTE EUROPAS. DIESES GESETZ IST DREI JAHRHUNDERTE
ÄLTER ALS LLOYD‘S INSURANCE IN LONDON, DAS VOM
ENDE DES 17. JAHRHUNDERTS DATIERT.

IN THE 16TH CENTURY
DUBROVNIK HAD A FLEET OF 200
LARGER SHIPS, WHICH GREW
TO 300 IN THE18TH CENTURY.
AROUND 1780 THE SHIPS FROM
DUBROVNIK SAILED TO NEW
YORK, BALTIMORE ETC.

IM 16. JAHRHUNDERT BESASS
DUBROVNIK EINE FLOTTE VON
200 GRÖSSEREN SCHIFFEN, DIE
IM 18. JAHRHUNDERT SOGAR
AUF 300 ANWUCHS. UM 1780
HERUM SEGELTEN DIE SCHIFFE
AUS DUBROVNIK NACH NEW
YORK, BALTIMORE USW.
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THE DUBROVNIK REPUBLIC HAD AS MANY
AS 85 CONSULATES IN VARIOUS SEAPORTS
THROUGHOUT THE MEDITERRANEAN,
AND DIPLOMATIC REPRESENTATIVES IN
BARCELONA, MADRID, ROME, VIENNA,
PARIS AND LONDON.

DIE REPUBLIK DUBROVNIK
HATTE SOGAR 85
KONSULATE IN DIVERSEN
SEEHÄFEN IM GESAMTEN
MITTELMEERRAUM UND
DIPLOMATISCHE VERTRETER
IN BARCELONA, MADRID, ROM,
WIEN, PARIS UND LONDON.
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Do CONCERTS

Baroque Music Cycle “Orlando Furioso”
under the baton of Dmitry Sinkovsky
On Friday, June 7, the
Baroque music cycle
“Orlando Furioso” begins. It
is a cycle that lasts until the
14th of June and includes
four baroque concerts. The
musical director of this cycle is the Russian musician
Dmitry Sinkovsky. A charismatic and atypical musician,
Dmitry Sinkovsky, expresses
his art through a rare combination of three different aspects: a violinist, a conductor, and as a countertenor.
In his many musical perfor-

8

TICKETS
reservation
and sales

Dmitry Sinkovsky

DUBROVNIK SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA (ST. DOMINIC 9)
FROM 9 AM TO 2 PM /
TEL. +385 20 417 110
LUŽA CULTURAL INFORMATION
CENTRE
AGENCY PERLA ADRIATICA
(PLOČE)
GIFT SHOP DUBRAVKA (PILE)
ONLINE AT WWW.DSO.HR

Info!

mances, Sinkovsky effectively
reflects one of the main ideas
of the Baroque period: the use
of instruments as the voice of
singers and the use of voice as
a perfect instrument.
The first concert of this cycle
will be dedicated to Italian
baroque music, that is, works
by Claudio Monteverdi. This
concert will feature a performance by the Italian mezzo-soprano Jose Maria Lo
Monaco, one of the best mezzo-sopranos of her generation, then on the harpsichord

THURSDAY / JUNE 6 / 2019.

Tomislav Fačini, Slovenian
Izidor Erazem Grafenauer
on the theorbo and the Dubrovnik cellist Vanda Đanić.
The second concert will be
held on Saturday the 8th of
June and will be named “Two
Faces of Baroque: solo / tutti”. The chamber orchestra
of the Dubrovnik Symphony Orchestra will be directed by Tomislav Fačini, and
the program includes works
by Purcell, Pachelbel, Vivaldi, Händel, Bach and other
composers.
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On June the 11th a concert
entitled Sentimenti will be
held. Under the artistic direction of Dmitry Sinkovsky, the chamber orchestra
will perform with the soloists, mezzo-soprano Josè
Maria Lo Monaco, Izidor

Erazem Grafenauer on the
theorbo and Pavao Mašić
on the harpsichord. The
works of A. Vivaldi, J.A.
Hasse and G.F. Handel will
feature.
The last concert of the cycle
on the 14th of June will see
Dmitry Sinkovsky as conductor of the Dubrovnik
Symphony Orchestra, and
the program features Händel’s “Water Music”, Bach’s
“Brandenburg Concert no.
5 “ and Vivaldi’s “per la Solennità di San Lorenzo”.

The DubrovnikTIMES
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Do EVENTS

ART MUSIC FOOD THEATRE SPORT CULTURE

LINDO FOLKLORE ENSEMBLE

Traditional songs and dancers from Croatia from
this renowned Dubrovnik folklore ensemble.
These stunning performances are well worth a visit. The colourful swirling and attractive dancers really bring a taste of Croatia with them and as they all
dance in traditional costumes the performances are
even more impressive. The Lindo Folklore Ensemble
performs in the atmospheric Lazareti complex, which
is located just east of the historic Old City and the show
starts at 9:30 pm.

8

IN THE LAZARETI COMPLEX JUST EAST OF THE OLD CITY

EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY

DUBROVNIK SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
The Dubrovnik Symphony Orchestra celebrated its
90 anniversary in 2015. As an important part of the
rich and varied cultural heritage of the city of Dubrovnik
and the Republic of Croatia, Dubrovnik Symphony Orchestra continues to perform in the unique ambient of its
town such as the most famous Rector’s Palace Atrium,
city churches and squares. This concert on Tuesday features Latin and Movie tunes in the heart of the Old City
of Dubrovnik in the Rector’s Palace. A great night out!

8

09/06

9 pm, Rector’s Palace
- Concert - Chamber
Music - Sentimenti

MUSIC

Culture

CONCERT DUBROVNIK
CHAMBER DUO
9 pm, Church Rozario
– Programme - Mozart,
Beethoven, Albeniz...

LINĐO FOLKLORE
ENSEMBLE
9.30 pm, Lazareti
Songs and Dances from
Croatia

MUSIC

10/06 12/06
MUSIC
CONCERT SORKOČEVIĆ
QUARTET
9 pm, St Saviour’s
Church

MUSIC
CONCERT DUBROVNIK STRING
QUARTET
9 pm, St Saviour’s
Church

11/06 13/06
MUSIC

ON FRIDAY THE 4TH OF JUNE @ 9.00PM

ON SATURDAY THE 31ST OF MAY @ 8.30PM
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CONCERT DUBROVNIK
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

14/06

MUSIC
CONCERT - THE BEST
WORKS OF GREAT
COMPOSERS
9 pm, St Saviour’s
Church

CONCERT DUBROVNIK
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
9 pm, Rector’s Palace
- Baroque Music Cycle
“Orlando Furioso”

Culture
LINĐO FOLKLORE
ENSEMBLE
9.30 pm, Lazareti
Songs and Dances from
Croatia

15/06
MUSIC
CONCERT DUBROVNIK
CHAMBER TRIO
9 pm, Domino Church
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Cavtat Tourist
ambulance - +385 20 773 215

WHAT TO SEE...

9.10.2015 issue 228

Vlaho Bukovac house, Mausoleum
of family
Račić,
Rector’s palace & Bogišić
WHAT
TO
SEE…
Collection, Pinacotheca, St. Nicholas
Ethno- encompass the entire old city
Old Citychurch,
Walls –Franciscan
the old citymonastery,
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IMPORTANT

Imporant
numbers /
Wichtige Telefonnummern

THURSDAY / JUNE 6 / 2019.

Imporant
numbers /
Wichtige Telefonnummern

Vlaho Bukovac house, Mausoleum of family Račić, Rector’s palace &
Collection, Pinacotheca, St. Nicholas church, Franciscan monastery,
graphic museum, Čilipi folklor, Fort Sokol, Mills on the river Ljuta, Illy
piles...
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KORCULA

Korcula tourist board – PUBLISHER:
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City of Korcula DUBROVAČKI
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Harbour Master – 020 711178

OIB: 71342575080

WHAT TO SEE...

Old city of Korcula -EDITOR-IN-CHIEF:
The old city is surAntun
Masle
rounded by walls, and the
streets
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nino@dubrovacki.hr
arranged in a herringbone
pattern allowing free circulation of air but
against strong winds. Korcula is tightly built on a promontory that gu
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island and the mainland. Building outside
EDITOR:
was forbidden until theMark
18thThomas
century, and the wooden drawbridge w
replaced in 1863. All ofmark.thomas@
Korcula’s narrow streets are stepped with the
exception of the street running alongside the south-eastern wall. The
dubrovnik-times.com
called the Street of Thoughts as one did not have to worry about the
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"FOUR HANDS DINNER"
PROMOTES CROATIAN
GASTRONOMY IN THE HEART
OF MILAN
PROMOTION DER
KROATISCHEN GASTRONOMIE
BEI EINEM "FOUR-HANDSDINNER" IM HERZEN
MAILANDS
Famous Italian chef Luigi Taglienti and young
Croatian chef Deni Srdoč from Draga di Lovrana, both
Michelin-star chefs, cooked for the most prominent
Italian food influencers

•••

Der berühmte italienische Koch Luigi Taglienti und
der junge kroatische Koch Deni Srdoč aus Draga di
Lovrana, beide mit Michelin-Sternen ausgezeichnet,
haben für die bekanntesten italienischen Influencer in
der Gastronomie Gerichte zubereitet

30
28

The DubrovnikTIMES
AdriaticTIMES

T

he exclusive "Four Hands
Dinner" organized by the
Croatian National Tourist Board and Michelin Guide
took place at the prestigious
Lume by Luigi Taglienti restaurant in Milan. At this original event promoting Croatian
gastronomy, famous Italian
chef Luigi Taglienti and young
Croatian chef Deni Srdoč
from Draga di Lovrana, both
Michelin-star chefs, prepared
the delicacies that were served
to highly specialized guests,
some of them the most prestigious Italian food influencers.
"This is another event in a series organized by the Croatian
National Tourist Board in cooperation with Michelin, one
of the most renowned food
guides in the world. After Paris, we are honoured to be in Milan. Italy also strongly relies on
gastronomy, which makes this
a great opportunity to present
Croatia from the aspect of gastronomy, since food and wine
are one of the main reasons
why guests decide to visit a cer-

tain destination," said Kristijan
Staničić, director of the Croatian National Tourist Board.
The Croatian National Tourist
Board contacted Michelin's leading people to encourage them to
recognize Croatia as a propulsive
and popular tourist destination
with excellent wines and varied
cuisine, a tourism segment that
has been developed and promoted for quite some time. Given Michelin’s strict criteria, the
evaluation process and selection of restaurants are done in
great secrecy. This year, restaurants Noel (Zagreb) and Draga di
Lovrana (Lovran) were awarded
one Michelin star, while restaurants Pelegrini (Šibenik), 360º
(Dubrovnik) and Monte (Rovinj)
successfully retained their stars.
There are now eight restaurants
on the Bib Gourmand list, which
is twice as many compared to
last year, while 50 restaurants
carry the Michelin Plate label.
This is a result of secret tours
of Croatian restaurants carried
out by professional Michelin inspectors. The list for Croatia is
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Upcoming main
events in Dubrovnik
7 – 18 JUNE 2019
Cycle of baroque music
ORLANDO FURIOSO
http://web.dso.hr/hr/
Orlando Furioso, organized
by the Dubrovnik Symphony
Orchestra, will be held from 7 to
18 June 2019 in Dubrovnik. It’s a
cycle of baroque music.
13 – 16 JUNE 2019
LE PETIT FESTIVAL DU
THEATRE
www.lepetitfestival.com
This is a small festival, but a
special and distinctive cultural
event in which artists represent
and artistic talents from around
the world. Le Petit Theatre du
Festival every year raises the
curtain revealing creations
carefully selected and talented
artists whether they are poets,
actors, dancers, or something
else.

21 JUNE 2019
MUSIC SCENE FESTIVAL
“ANA IN TOWN”
The festival Ana in Town
celebrates a young artist,
a cellist with a recognizable
musical style, Ana Rucner in a
double role as classical musician

and crossover instrumentalist.
A fantastic concert at the dawn
of the first day of summer and
World Music Day on June 21st
is an exceptional artistic event
and unique view and experience
of sunrise at the top of the Srdj
Mountain.
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PILE - Brsalje 5 - tel:
00385 (0)20 312011
- email: ured.pile@
tzdubrovnik.hr
Open from 8am to
8pm all week
GRUŽ - Obala Ivana
Pavla II, br. 1 - tel:
00385 (0)20 417983
- email: ured.gruz@
tzdubrovnik.hr

Open from 8am to
8pm all week
LAPAD Masarykov put 2,
Dvori Lapad - tel:
00385 (0)20 437460
- email: ured.lapad@
tzdubrovnik.hr
Open from Mon Fri: 9 am – 12 pm

and 5pm - 8pm
Sat 9 am – 2 pm,
Sunday Closed
LOPUD - Obala I.
Kuljevana 12
Tel: 020/322-322
e-mail: ured.lopud@
tzdubrovnik.hr
Open from: Monday
– Sunday: 9.00 –
16.00
Friday: Closed

